General Catalogue of Cranes
Tilting & Sliding Platform
Recovery.

Series: CC.3
1. Rescue platform for damaged vehicles that cannot
be pulled. The upper platform tilts to 11° then
slides down to the ground.
2. The winch on top of the platform pulls the
damaged vehicle to the top. The platform returns
to its original position, while the damaged vehicle
is properly fastened to allow safe long
transportation.

Tilting & Sliding Platform
Recovery with lower fork.

Series: CCH.3
1. Rescue platform for damaged vehicles that cannot
be pulled. The upper platform tilts to 11° then
slides down to the ground.
2. The winch on top of the platform pulls the
damaged vehicle to the top. The platform returns
to its original position, while the damaged vehicle
is properly fastened to allow safe long
transportation.
3. Winch is equipped with a lifting rear lower fork
using the lower lever.

Rotating tilting & sliding
Platform Recovery

Series:SPR.3
1. Is a pallet length of about 7 meters and a width of
about 2.5 meters installed on the roof of the car.
2. Winch load up to 5 tons.
3. Winch revolves around the axis of symmetry with
240 ° in all directions depending on the angle of
the car to be carried to solve the problem of
narrow streets.
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Tow Truck 3 Tons

Series: HR.3
1. The ability to drag and pull up to 3 tons.
2. Winch works with hydraulic system and has boma
moving up and down and hydraulically extended
and annexation.
3. The wire has 3/8 inches diameter and height of 20
meters.
4. Control is by two units on both sides of the winch.
5. (Optional) Winch is equipped with a lifting rear
bottom using the forks lower lever.

Rotating Tow Truck

Series: RHR
1. Is used in drag cars through the wire and strap in
rubber plastic manner.
2. The boom spin left and right at an angle of 270
degrees in order to pull cars parked at different
angles.
3. The wire has 3/8 inches diameter and height of
20 meters

Tow truck 10 Tons

Series: HR. 10
1. Heavy-duty recovery truck for use with busses
with delicate front and long front over hang.
2. Wrecker for lifting and towing vehicles and busses
with an upper telescopic boom for lifting vehicles,
capacity10 tons.
3. An additional lower boom for lifting the vehicles
from the front.
4. The traffic police and the rescue teams can use
this installation.
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